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Abstract:
In this article we explore the recovery policies after the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami
comprehensively. By doing so, we assess how the disaster-affected cities' possession of their
accommodation promotes the effectiveness of the policies. The Japanese National Police Agency
reported that the incident caused 15,883 of deaths, 6,143 of casualties, and 2,681 of missing. The
report also confirmed physical damage of 129,225 totally collapsed, and 269,454 half-collapsed
buildings. Direct economic damage is about 5-7% of GDP. Besides these damages, the incident in
Tohoku has significantly different aspect than other disasters, which is the major explosion of
Fukushima nuclear power plant associated with the earthquake and tsunami. The leakage and
contamination of radioactive have been affecting 12 cities and more than 8,8000 residents in
Fukushima prefecture. The Tokyo Electric Power Company announced that they have a clear schedule
to put the crisis under control and to deccomish the nuclear reactor, and that it takes 40 years to
complete it. After the incident, the central government of Japan established Reconstruction Agency to
replace Reconstruction Headquarters as a response to the incident created on June 24, 2011 and to
support the local governments' recovery plans. The government prepared 25 million yen for the 5
years of the incident. The budget is allocated to four major projects of cleaning up the debris,
reconstructing the damaged infrastructure, managing the nuclear related issues, and financial support
for local businesses and employment creation in the disaster area. In the current two years,
interestingly, there have been differences among the disaster areas in the magnitude of
successfulness in recovery plans although some of them have experienced the same levels of

devastation. The cities located in the southern area have recovered relatively faster than the one in
the northern area. One of the goals of the recovery plans is to achieve fast and sustainable recovery
of the disaster area. We focus on a source of difference in the magnitudes of recovery considering
nuclear plant nearby areas (particularly energy and environmental challenges in addition to economic
impacts), and propose the necessity for the local cities to have their potential accommodation as a
part of preparing for the smooth recovery.
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